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AMract. The papcrdcscrkstwo principal results: (I) there is a nondeterministic polynomial-time 
algorithm to determine whether an arbitrary picture is a member of a context-free picture language 
and (2) the equivalence problem for regular picture languages is not decidable (not even partially 
decidable). This solves open questions described in earlier publications. Furthermore, these results 
arc best possible. That is, the membership problem for context-free piaun languages was earlier 
shown to be NP-hard and the complement of the equivalence problem for regular picture languages 
is easily seen to be partially decidable. 
1. Introduction 
Many different approaches have been introduced during the past three decades 
in order to solve automatic pattern recognition problems. One of these approaches 
is the syntactic method [S, 7,lO.l I]. A typical example is picture recognition, 
especially line drawings [2,33. Maps, charts, characters, and electrocardiogram 
output are examples of pictures which are suitable for such ana!ysis. 
One of the most elegant and successful methods for working with line drawings 
is through ‘chain codes’ [2], which was originally described using strings of symbols 
over an eight-letter alphabet o denote movements north, south, east, west, northeast, 
southeast, northwest, and southwest. Each string of such letters describes apicture, 
i.e., the graphical representation of the movement sequence. Freeman has described 
a survey of work in this direction [43. 
More recently, efforts toward classifying the complexity of picture languages have 
been described [1,8,9,12]. These efforts have simplified the chain codes to strings 
over a four-symbol alphabet denoting movenrercts north, south, east, and west. In 
* A preliminary version appeared in the Rot. 24th Ann. Afkrton Con/; on Communication, Control 
and Computing, University of Illinois (October, 1986) 730-739. 
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fact, the alphabet used is {u, d, r, l}, to represent he movements up, down, right, 
and left respectively. The complexity of the picture languages is considered using 
the standard Chomsky hierarchy of language families: regular, linear, context-free, 
context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable [6]. 
In [ 121 it was shown that the membership problem for regular picture languages 
is NP-complete and that the emptiness-of-intersection problem for regular picture 
languages is undecidable. It was also shown that the membership problem for 
context-fret picture languages can be solved in polynomial space and that there 
exists a set of pictures 1u described by a context-free language L such that, for every 
integer n: there is a picture p in P of size YE for which the shortest string in L that 
draws p has length at least 2’” for some fixed constant c > 0. (The latter implies 
that the membership problem for context-free picture languages cannot be solved 
in polynomial time by the simple expedient of (1) guessing a string x in the language 
and (2) verifying that x draws the given picture. Since the string x may have 
exponential length, this process is not polynomial time bounded.) Whether the 
equivalence problem for reguiar picture languages could be solved by an algorithm 
and whether the membership problem for context-free picture languages is in the 
class NP were left as open questions. We shall describe solutions to these problems. 
We shall show that the membership problem for context-free picture languages is, 
indeed, in the class NP and, consequently, is NP-complete. We shall also show that 
the equivalence and containment problems for regular picture languages are not 
decidable. 
2. Preliminaries 
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of formal language 
and automata theory [6]. We shall denote the length of a string x by 1x1, the empty 
string by A, and the set of integers by Z. 
The following notation is adopted from [8]. The universal point set, denoted by 
M,, is the Cartesian product of Z with itself. The up-neighbor of a point v = (m, n) 
in MO, denoted by u(v), is (m, n + 1); the down-neighbor, denoted by d(v), is 
( m, n - 1); the right-neighbor, denoted by r(v), is (m + 1, n); and the left-neighbor, 
denoted by l(v), is (m - 1, n). The neighborhood of v, denoted by M(v), is the set 
{u( 4, d(v), r( 4,1(v)). Th e universal ine set, denoted by M,, is 
((v, v’} 1 v is in MO and v’ is in N(v)}. 
An attached picture p is a finite subset of M,. Its point set, denoted by V(p), is 
1 (v, v’} or (v’, v) is in p, for some vt in MO}. 
Thus, an attached picture is a graph whose set of vertices is V(p) and whose set 
of edges is p. e shall consider only connected pictures, i.e., connected graphs. 
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An attached drawn picture q is a triple ( p, s, e), where p is a picture and’ either p 
is empty and s = e is an arbitrary point in MO, or p is nonempty and s and e are 
points in V(p). Given a drawn picture q = (p, s, e), p is called the base of q, s is 
the start point, and e is the end point. 
Consider a four-letter alphabet 7~ = {u, d, r, 1). Each string x over the alphabet v 
describes a picture in the sense that it describes a walk in MO, where u, d, r, and 1 
represent move.ments up, down, right, and left respectively. Every language over 
the alphabet ‘TT is called a picture description language (or simply a w-language). 
The attached drawn picture described by a string w in W, denoted by dpic( w), is 
defined inductively by 
dpic(U = (0, (0, 01, @, W, 
dpic(zb) = (p u {{e, b(e)}}, s, b(e)) for all z in v*, b in 7r, 
where dpic( z) = ( p, s, e). 
If dpic( w) = (p, s, e), then the attached picture described by w, denoted by pic( w), 
is p. 
For integers m and n, define the translational mapping tm,n from MO to MO by 
&&j)=(i+m,j-i-n). 
The translation tm,n induces a mapping from MI to M, by t,,J{ q w}) = 
{t,,, “(u), tm n(w)}. Furthermore, the translation tm n induces a map on subsets of MI 
defined, for any subset A of M, , by t&A) = {t,&(v) 12; is in A}. 
Let p1 and p2 be two pictures. p1 is translation equivalent tcl p2 if there exist integers 
m and n such that p1 = t,,,( p2). Similarly, for two drawn pictures q1 = (p, , sl, e,) 
and q2 = ( p2, s2, e,), we say that q1 is transiation equivalent to q2 if there exist integers 
m and n such that q1 = k?l,“(P2), fm,n(s2), L,n(e2H* 
The equivalence class containing an attached picture p is called the unattached 
picture or simply the picture p. Similarly, the equivalence class containing an attached 
drawn picture q is called the unattached drawn picture or simply the drawn picture 
q. We shall, throughout he remainder of this paper, refer to unattached pictures only. 
For a given language L over the alphabet T, the set of drawn pictures described 
by L, denoted by dpic( L), is 
dpic( L) = {dpic( w) 1 w is in L}. 
Similarly, the set of pictures described by L, denoted by pic( L), is 
pic( L) = {pic( w) 1 w is in L}. 
A set of pictures (or drawn pictures) P is regular if there is a 
) = I? Similarly, a set of pictures (or drawn pictures) 
there is a context-free grammar G such that dpic( L( G)) = I? 
regular set such 
P is context-free if 
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ership complexity for context-free picture languages 
kn this section we shall show that the picture membership roblem for context-free 
languages is in the class NP. (The picture membership problem for a context-free 
language L asks, for a g,_ .‘en picture p, whether p is in pit(L).) From this, it follows 
by Lemma 3.1 that the picture membership problem for context-free languages is, 
in fact, NP-complete. 
mma 3.1 (Sudborough and Welzl [ 121). ‘Tote picture membership problem for regular 
picture languages is NP-complete. 
emma 3.2 (Sudborough and Welzl [ 121). Let G = (IV, n, P, S) be a context-free 
m-grammar in Chomsky Normal Form. For every picture p in pic( L( G)), there is a 
string w in L( 6) and a derivation tree of w in G with depth at most 4 l 1 NI . 1 p13 such 
that p = pic( w). 
Sudborough and Welzl also showed that there is a context-free language L and, 
for each positive integer n, a picture pn such that 
(1) p,, is in dpic(L) and 
(2) if w is in L and pn = dpic( w), then w has length at least 2’lp,’ for some fixed 
constant c > 0. 
Consequently, the straightforward approach: (1) guess a string w, (2) verify that 
w is in L(G), and (3) verify that p = dpic( w), takes exponential time. 
We describe a polynomial-time process which does not explicitly generate a string 
w in L(G). We generate a derivation tree for a string w with some of the tree pruned 
away and show that, for any picture p in pit(L), there is always such a pruned tree 
with size polynomial in the size of the picture p. Thus we construct a nondeterministic 
algorithm which, when given a picture p, guesses a tree and verifies that it is a 
pruned derivation tree for a string w such that p = pic( w). 
Let T be a derivation tree of a string w and let p = dpic( w). The nodes of T are 
labeled with nonterminal and terminal symbols. Define a new labeling, called the 
augmented labeling of T by 
(1) replacing a nonterminal label A on a node x with a label (A, s, e), where 
(a) the subtree of T with x as a root describes a derivation ,4+* v and 
(b) in the drawing of p described by the string w the substring v draws a 
subpicture of p starting at position s and ending at position e, and 
(2) leaving the terminal-symbol abels on nodes of T as they were. 
See Figs. 1 and 2. (Note: a small circle or square in a figure denotes a start or end 
point respectively.) 
Consider the linear ordering of the nodes of T created by a postorder traversal 
T A node x of T is ot a leaf of T and there is no node y in 
such that 
(1) y<x and 
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r 
Fig. 1. A picture, a context-free grammar, and a derivation tree. 
(2) x and y have the same augmented label. 
A node that is not productive is called unproductive. 
The productive subtree of Cps denoted by prod(T), is the smallest subtree T’ of T 
satisfying: 
(1) T’ contains all productive nodes of T; 
(2) T’ contains the root of T; and 
(3) each node x of T’ has either the same number of direct descendants as node 
x of T or has no direct descendants, i.e., is a leaf of T’. 
A leaf node x of T’ which is not a leaf of T is called an external node. See Fig. 3 
for an example. 
Given 9 drawn picture p, we wish to know whether there exists a derivation tree 
T for a string x from the given grammar G such that p = dpic(x). In fact, it is 
sufficient to produce the productive subtree prod(T) of such a derivation tree T. 
The algorithm will attempt to produce prod(T) usmg a standard nondeterministic 
top-down parsing strategy. Each time the algorit m verifies that a node x with the 
ented label (A, s, e) is the root of a subtree enerating a string 2, w raws 
rtion of the picture p starting fro ing at position e, it records 
the triple (A, s, e) in a set E. When an external node y of prod(T) is encountered, 
say with augmented label (A, s, e), the algorithm does not generate a subtree with 
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r 
Fig. 2. Augmented labeling of a derivation tree. 
r 
Fig. 3. A productive subtree prod( T). 
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y as a root. It simply checks that the augmented label (A, s, e) is already in the set 
E. If so, the algorithm knows that an appropriate subtree can be generated and 
does not explicitly do so. Our algorithm does not know, howe I dr, that a particular 
node is an external node. It simply guesses that a candidate node x with augmented 
label (A, s, e) is an external node, but it is only allowed to do so when the triple 
(A, S, e) is in E. We now describe our algorithm. 
re tree(A, s, e); 
in 
do one of (1) or (2); 
global set variables E, F; 
(1) choose a production A + BC; 
choose a position t in V(p); 
if (B, s, t) is in E then go to (a) or (b) else go to (a); 
/skipping step (a) corresponds to deciding that the current node of the 
productive tree is an external node (of the induced derivation tree)/ 
(a) tree( B, s, t); 
(b) if (C, t, e) is in E then go to (c) or (d) else go to (c); 
/skipping step (c) corresponds to deciding that the current node of the 
productive tree is an external node (of the induced derivation tree)/ 
(c) tree( C, t, e); 
(d) E + E v {(A, s, e)); 
(2) choose a production A + Q (where a is in {u, d, r, 1)); 
if the position e results from the movement described by the symbol a from 
the position s and the edge {s, e} is in the picture p 
then begin E + E u {(A, s, e)}; F+ Fu {(A, s, e)} e 
else terminate unsuccessfully; 
end. 
We determine if a candidate drawn picture (p, s, e) is in dpic( L( G)) for a given 
context-free grammar G in Chomsky Normal Form by calling our procedure with 
tree(S, s, e) and the global set variable E initialized to the empty set, where S is 
the initial nonterminal of G. The algorithm either 
(a) verifies the existence of a productive subtree T’ of a derivation tree T for a 
string w such that (p’, s, e) = dpic( w) and p’ is a subpicture of p or 
(b) it stops unsuccessfully. 
When the algorithm stops successfully, the set E will contain the set of triples used 
in the augmented labeling of the productive subtree T’ it has produced and F 
contains the triples in E that label nodes just above the leaves of T 
triples corresponding to a single movement up, down, right, or left. 
check to see if the entire picture p is generated by checki 
p, if there exists a nonter 
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so, the algorit:lm stops and answers “yes, the picture is in dpic( Q”. Otherwise, the 
algorithm stops with an unsuccessful outcome. 
The amount of time to execute the call to the procedure with tree(S, s, e) is 
proportional to the size of the productive subtree T’ that the algorithm generates. 
We shall now show that there is always a productive subtree T’ whose size is 
bounded by a polynomial of the number of edges (or vertices) in the picture p. Thus 
we show that our nondeterministic algorithm has a polynomial time bound. 
3.3. Let G = (N, n; P, S) be a context-free ?r-grammar in Chomsky Normal 
Form, p = (q, s, e) be a drawn picture in dpic( L( G)), and x be in L(G) such that 
dpic(x) = p. If T is a derivation tree of x, then T has at most 1 NI l (IpI + 1 j2 productive 
nodes. 
roof. Let T be a derivation tree of x. There. are at most 1 /Vi l (ipi + 1)’ difierent 
lab+ (A, s, e) tL apply for augmented labels to T since there are at most 1 pI + 1 
vertrces in V(p). For each such label there is at most one productive node in T 
since only the first such node in the ordering established by a postorder traversal 
of T is productive. Consequently, there are at most 1 NI l (1 pl + 1)2 productive nodes 
in T. Cl 
mma 3.4. Let G = (N, n, P, S) be a context-free r-grammar in Chomsky Normal 
Form and T be any derivation tree in G of height d with m productive nodes. Then, 
the productive subtree prod( T) of T has at most 2md + 1 nodes. 
roof. We show, by induction on d’, that any subtree T’ of the prod(T) of height 
d’ and containing m’ productive nodes has at most 2m’d’+ 1 nodes. 
If T’ has height d’ = 0, then T’ contains 1 node and indeed, when d’ = 0, 
2m’d’+l= 1. If T’ has height d’= 1, then T’ contains at most 3 nodes. T’ must 
contain at least one productive node; otherwise, one could obtain a smaller produc- 
tive subtree by keeping the root of T’ and deleting its direct descendants. Con- 
sequently, the number of productive nodes in T’, namely m’, must be at least 1. So 
2m’d’+ 1 is at least 3. 
For the inductive step, assume the claim is true for all subtrees T’ of height d’ < k. 
Consider now a subtree T’ of height k > 1 with m productive nodes. Let the left 
and right subtrees of T’ have heights k, and k2 respectively. Clearly, k = 
max{ k, , k2} + 1. Let the number of productive nodes in the left and right subtrees 
of T’ be ml and m2 respectively. As k > 1, either k, or k2 is greater than zero and, 
consequently, as noted in the basis step, there must be at least one p*qductive node 
in either the right or the left subtree. That is, m, + m2 is greater than or equal to 
y the induction hypothesis, the number of nodes in the left and right subtrees 
is at most 2m,k, + 1 an 2m, k2 + 11 respectively. erefore, the number of nodes in 
T’ is at most 




s 2(m, + m2)k + 1 (since m, + m2 > 0) 
<2mk+l. Cl 
Theorem 3.5. For every context-free language L, the membership problems for dpic( L) 
and piz( L) are in the class NP. 
Proof. Let L be a context-free language and (p, s, e) be a drawn picture. Let 
G = (N, n; P, S) be a context-free en-grammar in Chomsky Normal Form such that 
L(G) = L. Suppose that (p, s, e) is in dpic( L). By Lemma 3.2, there is a string w in 
L Et E f-G? A ; CL”.. y ____=i * - A,-A.n+:fir ff&% T .& ;+* in rr :sr’; : Y-~::=,;t: __ _ _ = _ _ _-- - with depth d 6 4 l ! IV! . !_pj3 such that 
(p, s, e) = dpic( w). By Lemma 3.3, T has m 6 IIVI l (1 pl + 1)2 productive nodes. By 
Lemma 3.4, the productive subtree prod(T) of T has at most 2md + 1 nodes. 
Consequently, prod(T) has at most 
2(INI l (IpI+1)2)(4g INI l IPI’W =wlPI’> 
nodes. Thus, the algorithm tree when called by tree@‘, s, e) has an accepting computa- 
tion whose length is O((prod( T)I) = O(lp15). 
For a picture p, not a drawn picture, only a slight modification is needed. That 
is, one needs only guess where a start point s and an ending point e are located 
and then, using the algorithm for drawn pictures, verify that the resulting drawn 
picture (p, s, e) is in dpic( L). Cl 
4. The equivalence problem for regular picture languages 
The equivalence problem for regular picture languages asks, given two regular 
expressions E, and E2, denoting regular sets L1 and L2 respectively, whether 
dpic( L,) = dpic( L2). The containment problem with the same input ask - whether 
dpic(L,) is a subset of dpic(L2). In this section we shall show that the equivalence 
and containment problems for regular picture languages are undecidable. This is 
done by a reduction from the problem of deciding whether or not a given canonical- 
form (oblivious), one-tape Turing machine with three tape symbols, CL, b, and the 
blank symbol B, accepts the empty string. The Turing-machine problem is known 
to be undecidable [6]. (We assume a tape that is infinite in both directions and 
whose every cell contains the blank symbol B initially, except those containing the 
input.) 
k canonical-form (oblivious), one-tape Turing machine is a deterministic one-tape 
machine that has a predetermined head 
A canonical-form Turing machine is defined so that, on an input string of 
length n, it moves its head right n times, then moves it left n + 1 times, then right 
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n + 2 times, and so on, each pass increasing by one the number of movements of 
the head before the direction is changed. In fact, let US assume, without 10% Of’ 
generality, that a canonical-form Turing machine never prints a blank. Then, a 
canonical-form Turing machine is simply a one-tape Turing machine that alwavs 
moves its head either left or right, changes its direction of head motion when and 
only when it sc:ins a blank symbol, and that initially is in the move-hb Td-to-the-right 
mode. 
Let M be such a canonical-fo? one-tape Turing machine. Our reduction con- 
structs regular expressions E M and E, such that dpic(E,) is a subset of dpic(&) 
if and only if M does not accept the empty string, i.e., M does not enter a %a1 
state when started on a completely blank tape. Let LM be the set denoted by the 
regular expression EM. The pictirres in L M correspond, as we shall see, to sequences 
of Turing machine movements which have the correct head motion for a computation 
by a canonical-fo:m Turing machine on a blank tape. Furthermore, such pictures 
are drawn only for sequences of transitions which 
(1) are consistent with a computation in which a state entered in the ith step is 
the same as the beginning state in the (i+ 1 jst step of the sequence, and 
(2) terminate with a final state. 
The pictures describe such a sequence of transitions by representing successive 
passes of the head over the written portion of the tape through successive rows in 
the picture. For all i, the ith pass will be represented by row 5( i - 1) of the picture, 
where row 0 is taken to be the initial row. The picture describes a sequence of 
movements in which 
(1) reading symbol Q, b, or B respectively is represented by drawing a rectangle 
of width 1 and height 1, 2 or 3 respectively, above the row, say r, of the current 
pass such that the top ot the drawn rectangle is on the fourth row above r and 
(2) writing symbol Q or b respectively is normally represented by drawing a 
rectangle of width 1 and height 1 or 2 respectively, below the row, say r, of the 
current pass such that the top of the rectangle is on the first row below row r. 
However, when the symbol read is the blank symbol B, then the Turing machine 
reverses the direction of motion of its head and begins its next pass. So, the symbol 
printed by the Turing machine is not represented by an appropriate size rectangle 
below the current row r, but is represented by an appropriate size rectangle below 
row r + 5. That is, the rectangle is drawn below the row corresponding to the next pass. 
In addition, 
(1) if the current pass was moving the head from left to right, then we draw, just 
to the right of the rectangle representing the symbol replacing the blank, a rectangle 
representing another blank B and 
(2) if the current pass was moving the head from right to left, then we draw, just 
to the left of the rectangle resenting the symbol replacing the blank, a rectangle 
representing another blank 
n both cases this corresponds to drawing a blank in the indicated position, and is 
appropriate as the tape contains blank symbols in all cells initially. 
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The types of rectangles drawn are indicated in Fig. 4. 
We choose to draw these rectangles in the following way: 
(1) to draw the unit size rectangle corresponding to reading the symbo!! Q, we 
use the string read(a) = u4rdld3, 
(2) to draw the size-2 rectangle corresponding to reading the symbol 12, we use 
the string read(b) = u4rd21d2, 
(3) to draw the size-3 rectangle corresponding to reading the blank symbol B, we 
use the string reud( B) = u4rd31d, 
(4) to draw the unit size rectangle corresponding to writing the symbol a, we uce 
the string write(n) = d*rulu, 
(5) to draw the size-2 rectangle corresponding to writing the symbol b, we use 
the string w&e(b) = d3ru21u, 
(6) to go down to the next row, draw a size-3 rectangle corresponding to the 
blank symbol, and then start a left moving pass, we l:se a string down-left = 
d5r2d4rE;31u12, 
(7) to go down to the next row, draw a size-3 rectangle corresponding to a blank 
symbol, and then start a right moving pass, we use the string down-tight = 
d512d4r3p31ur2. 
We first construct a right-linear grammar Gbf = (IV, err, P, S). We can convert GM 
into the desired regular expression E M such that EM denotes the language that G_M 
generates. Any of the standard algorithms in the literature can be used [6]. The 
nonterminals of G,,,, are the states of the Turing machine M. Rules for constructing 
its production are given below (where both c and d represent variables, which 
represent either the symbol u or the symbol b, but not the blank symbol B). 
S + 12d4ru31ur2 down-left write(c) 1’ p 
if M moves from its initial state po, scanning the blank symbol B, to state p, prints 
c, and moves its head left; 
q + read(B) down-right write(c) r* p 
if M moves from state q, scanning the blank symbol B, to state p, ptints C, and 
Fig. 4. Picture components for reading a, reading b, reading B, writing a, writing b, down-lefr 
down-right (from left to right). 
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q + read(B) down-left write(c) 1’ p 
if M moves from state q, scanning the blank symbol B, to state p, prints c, and 
moves its head left; 
q + read(d) write(c) r2p 
if M moves from state q, scanning d, to state p, prints c, and moves its head right; 
q + read(d) write(c) 12p 
if h4 moves from state q, scanning d, to state p, prints c, and moves its head left; and 
q + A if q is a final or accepting state. 
An example of a picture drawn by a string in the language EM is shown in Fig. 5. 





computation by M on a blank tape. That picture has the property that in each 
r (pass of the Turing machine M) the same rectangle is drawn above row r as 
drawn below row r -5. That is, the picture corresponds to a computation if 
only if the symbol read at each step is the same as the symbol last written on 
Fig. 5. An example of a picture in dpic( L,,., ). 
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that ce!!. In other words9 a picture does not correspond to a computation if and 
only if the picture contains 
(1) a size-2 rectangle and a size-l rectangle in the same position, 
(2) a size-2 rectangle and a size-3 rectangle in the same position, or 
(3) a size-l rectangle and a size-3 rectangle in the same position. 
These invalid subpictures are shown in Fig. 6. 
We define a regular expression E,, which denotes a language L, such that L, 
contains all strings with at least one occurrence of an invalid subpicture described 
in Fig. 6. Let II, 12, and I3 be strings which draw the three invalid subpictures 
shown in Fig. 6. An appropriate regular expression E, is 7r*( I, + I1 + 13)7r*. 
Fig. 6. Invalid subpictures. 
The reader should observe that any picture drawn by a string in LM that corre- 
sponds to a computation (does not contain any of the invalid subpictures) must 
describe a computation by M on a completely blank tape. This is so, because the 
initial production of the grammar ensures that a size-3 rectangle (denoting a blank 
symbol B) is drawn at the left end of the first row, and also ensures that the first 
transition is on a blank symbol and then changes the direction of motion of its head 
to move to the left. Furthermore, the Turing machine is constrained to be in canonical 
form, so it changes the direction of motion of its head when and only when the 
head is scanning a blank. The grammar ensures that, everytime the direction of 
head motion is reversed, a size-3 rectangle (denoting a blank symbol) is drawn at 
the end of the next row in a position one cell further than the end of the preceding 
row. Thus, when the picture corresponds to a computation, it must be the computa- 
tion of M on a completely blank tape. 
Lemma 4.1. dpic( LM) is a subset of dpic( L,) if and only if M does not accept the 
empty string. 
roof. (+): Clearly, if there is an accepting con.*+tation of M, then there is a 
picture produced by a string in LM that corresponds to this computation and, 
consequently, there is a picture drawn by a string in LM that is not drawn by any 
string in L,. So, dpic(L,) is not a subset of dpic(L,). 
(6): If M does not accept the empty string, then there is no accepting computation 
of M on a completely blank tape and hence, there is no picture drawn by a string 
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Consequently, dpic(L,) is a subset of dpic&). c] 
Observe that, for any sets A and B, A is a subset of B if and only if A u B ‘I= B. Since 
dpic( LM) v dpic( L,) = dpic( LM v L,) 
and since regular sets are closed under union, one can effectively construct a regular 
expression E denoting the language LM u LI. Consequently, we obtain the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 4.2. Let L = LM v LI ; then dpic( L) = dpic( L,) if and only if M does not 
accept he empty string. 
Since the problem of deciding whether a canonical-form, one-tape Turing machine 
with tape alphabet {a, b, B} does not accept he empty string is not partially decidable, 
we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.3. The containment and equivalence problems for regular picture languages 
are not partially decidable. 
The reader should note that the related containment and equivalence problems 
for regular sets of pictures (not drawn pictures) are also not partially decidable. 
For example, the equivalence problem for pictures asks, given regular expressions 
Et and E2 denoting languages L1 and L2 respectively, whether pic( L,) = pic( L2). 
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